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The Eurozone firewall stands, in fact it has been strengthenedThe Eurozone firewall stands, in fact it has been strengthenedThe Eurozone firewall stands, in fact it has been strengthenedThe Eurozone firewall stands, in fact it has been strengthened by the legal opinion of the European Court of 
Justice’s advocate general on the ECB’s outright monetary transactions (OMT) programme. In line with what we 
had argued (for example in English here http://www.economist.com/blogs/freeexchange/2013/06/euro-crisis-1 
and in German here http://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/die-gegenwart/holger-schmieding-der-irrtum-der-
karlsruher-richter-12871253.html), the advocate general dismissed the concerns of the German plaintiffs and the 
German constitutional court. OMT is legal with a few additional, but minor, conditions. That makes it very likely 
that the ECJ will allow OMT in its final verdict, due in 4 to 6 months, as well. It also means that no additional legal 
hurdles stand in the way of ECB QE, for which we see a 90% chance to be announced at one of the next two meet-
ings. 
 
The German court had largely followed the arguments of the plaintiffsThe German court had largely followed the arguments of the plaintiffsThe German court had largely followed the arguments of the plaintiffsThe German court had largely followed the arguments of the plaintiffs, a group of academics, politicians, 
NGOs and journalists, and found that OMT blurs the lines between monetary and fiscal policies and could be 
abused to lower the borrowing costs of selected countries, a form of forbidden monetary financing. The court had 
asked the European Court to rule on OMT, advising that in its view OMT could only be in line with the treaties if it 
fulfilled three conditions: (1) That the purchase amounts of bonds from individual states would be limited ex ante. 
(2) That the ECB would rule out the participation in debt restructurings and (3) that effects on market pricing 
would be avoided as much as possible. 
 
Contrary to the German Court, the ECJ’s advocate general appreciated the emergency character of OMT Contrary to the German Court, the ECJ’s advocate general appreciated the emergency character of OMT Contrary to the German Court, the ECJ’s advocate general appreciated the emergency character of OMT Contrary to the German Court, the ECJ’s advocate general appreciated the emergency character of OMT and 
the severe conditions for activation the ECB had placed on itself in order to prevent abuse. OMT can only be acti-
vated if (1) the existence of the euro is threatened, (2) monetary policy transmission is disturbed and (3) the bene-
fitting country had some form of official support programme including a primary market purchasing facility. The 
last condition in itself is a sign of an emergency as bail-outs would only be agreed in extraordinary circumstances 
anyway. The advocate general recognised that the ECB has a wide discretion in defining tools to achieve its man-
date of price stability and found OMT to be in line with the treaties in principle, subject to three conditionsthree conditionsthree conditionsthree conditions: 
 

1) The ECB The ECB The ECB The ECB has to detach itself from the has to detach itself from the has to detach itself from the has to detach itself from the design and design and design and design and monitoring of adjustment programmesmonitoring of adjustment programmesmonitoring of adjustment programmesmonitoring of adjustment programmes when it 
implements OMT. In theory, the ECB could have an undue influence on the design and monitoring of the 
programme by wielding OMT activation as a bargaining chip. 

2) The ECB must give reasons for adopting OMTThe ECB must give reasons for adopting OMTThe ECB must give reasons for adopting OMTThe ECB must give reasons for adopting OMT in case it is put into practice. It will have to document 
the disturbance to monetary policy transmission exhaustively. This condition tightens the emergency 
character of OMT. On top of the three formal conditions the ECB had specified, the ECB has to explain 
why it would activate OMT, if it ever does. 

3) The ECB has to allow market prices to formThe ECB has to allow market prices to formThe ECB has to allow market prices to formThe ECB has to allow market prices to form for bonds, ie. avoid price distortions. This could mean that 
the ECB can only buy newly issued bonds after a certain amount of time (not seconds as the advocate 
general mentions in the press release) and/or only a share of each issue. 

 
None of these conditions should unduly constrain the ECB, so the Eurozone’s rescue shield stays strong, making 
it unlikely that it will ever actually have to be used. In a way this is bad news for Greece’s radical left opposbad news for Greece’s radical left opposbad news for Greece’s radical left opposbad news for Greece’s radical left opposi-i-i-i-
tiontiontiontion, because the ECB can help limit contagion if Syriza is elected and fails to agree a deal with the troika and is 
threatened with default and euro exit. 
 
The ECJ advocate general The ECJ advocate general The ECJ advocate general The ECJ advocate general flatly rejected the criticismflatly rejected the criticismflatly rejected the criticismflatly rejected the criticism that OMT, by targeting only the bonds of one country 
(“selectiveness”) makes it an exclusively economic policy measure, rather than monetary policy. Instead, the ad-
vocate general adopted our view that this is instead necessary to preserve the efficacy of OMT. Otherwise, the ECB 
would have to buy government bonds of all countries, even though policy transmission is hurt by problems in 
only one. It would be akin to firemen flooding an entire town in order to extinguish flames in one house. 
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The advocate general also did not adopt the conditions of the German court, other than the market price distor-
tion. 

• No eNo eNo eNo ex ante limitsx ante limitsx ante limitsx ante limits: Announcing ex ante limits on purchases would undermine the effectiveness and invite 
speculation. Therefore the advocate general rejects such limits. 

• No sNo sNo sNo seniorityeniorityeniorityeniority: The ECB will be treated in the same way as all other bondholders (pari passu) in case of debt 
restructuring. As the ECB had previously said, it will vote against voluntary debt restructurings, meaning in 
certain cases, it might be outvoted and thus, contrary to the Greek private sector involvement in 2012, might 
be forced to restructure debt. The advocate general went even further and allowed the ECB in principle to 
even buy bonds with low credit ratings, which could be important for the design of QE. 

 
European law will also European law will also European law will also European law will also not constrain the ECB’s ability to implement a largenot constrain the ECB’s ability to implement a largenot constrain the ECB’s ability to implement a largenot constrain the ECB’s ability to implement a large----scale asset purchase prscale asset purchase prscale asset purchase prscale asset purchase pro-o-o-o-
grammegrammegrammegramme (QE) including sovereign bonds, if the ECJ follows its advocate general in its final verdict. In any case, 
even under the German conditions a large scale asset purchase programme by the ECB would have been possible. 
 
Interesting will be what the German courtInteresting will be what the German courtInteresting will be what the German courtInteresting will be what the German court    will make of the rulingwill make of the rulingwill make of the rulingwill make of the ruling. Its deliberations look likely to be flatly re-
jected by the ECJ. We hope that the German court will realise its errors of judgement, which we had outlined in 
various publications, and expect that the court will follow. However, the German Court has asked the European 
Court for a ruling for the first time, potentially creating some uncertainty, in particular as its views have been so 
flatly rejected by the advocate general. 
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